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Libby Oren 
 

Bio: Libby Oren (she/her) is an 18 year old Los Angeles based poet studying 
Psychology at UC Santa Cruz. She graduated from Venice High School, where she 
was the co-captain of the poetry team. She uses writing as a way to work through 
her emotions, and appreciates the release that language provides. She loves plants. 

 

Summer 
 

Last summer, I buried a dog’s body in an abandoned garden that smelled like trash 

Under his favourite tree, we hid the creature through ceremony,  

Gathered in a socially distant circle to solemnly pay ode to the life left behind 

Last summer, a baby bird died, we buried her next to the dog’s body and left her 
sister alive to fly, to carry on the memory of her invisible family 

I wonder if she remembers 

Last summer, I had my first kiss next to the corpses, an awkward sideways mangle 
that was somehow magical, and for the first time, 

I tasted life, savoured the silky sunshine and brown lawns,  

We got boba, drank gummy bits through black straws and soaked in the silence of 
romance 

Last summer my life changed, I forever became the side character and trapped in 
nature, learned that  

No matter how hard I try I will always be scared of spiders and unable to clean out a 
fridge  

That will always smell of apple cider   
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Life as a Tree 
 

I am 

Ever present and never ending 

My roots wreak havoc on the impending sidewalk 

I cause chaos, widen schisms, expose the  

Rocky brown soil,  

Stick up gnarled feet to trip up 

Loud, fast moving, 

Crawl inch by inch in wooden sleep towards the street 

The cars now bounce as they jump over a speed bump of my bones 

I continue to grow, keep going, 

make the gray air I inhale crystal clear, 

A repetition I have always encumbered, in the exhales of dead bodies, 

These minuscule buzzing beings 

Touch their clammy hands to my forgiving flesh 

Then disappear, I sense their motion ever-growing, doom 

Once the other trees would send signals through the air, 

Then the breeze carried danger, one tree chopped down and then another 

So fast, the signals stopped, blocked 

by gray fuels and confusion 

The clammy hands became knife marks signalling destruction 

Orange paint on another’s bark, then on my own 

I watch, wait, slowly peel up concrete 

Greet day by day the buzzing girl who pauses to decorate my branches with 
abandoned rocks and 

Hugs me 

Continue, expose the earth, 
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My limbs trimmed again, surrounded by concrete cages, 

But I keep others waiting to wrap around 

Harvest the nutrients but not the life of soil  

lift up crushed rocks, 

I am strong 

The orange spray scampers on last season’s pine needles 

I thank the clouds, and the girl, accept non existence , store leftover life in soil, this 
isn’t freedom, but I fall  
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New Year’s Eve  
 

Shining stone cracks 

Illuminated by an invisible light, not flame 

The flash of an electric spark, flashlight,  

Alone in the dark 

I check corners to see if they will let me sit 

Let me soak into their comfortable concrete padding and become one with the rocks 

Plants loom foreboding into uneven footwork when 

Bright lights are turned off 

And the single street lamp stands lonely, shows off a silver Prius 

And an abandoned children’s garden 

The plants are roots, no, nettles, the music 

I’ve heard before wraps around me warmer than a jacket  

And in front of me a lonely man through foggy night time window glows orange 

Lights up two candles, on each side of the window, he’s Jewish I think 

He moves quickly, doesn’t look out into the foggy night, goes back to the orange 
glow and is absorbed 

Seems almost ashamed - men don’t light candles 

He hides 

And I’m consumed by the dark, soaking into concrete, hugged by my music, loved by 
the knurled roots of this plant, possible poison 

And in the distance the sort of painting 

Where you pile paint and pull it down 

Blend orange, white, glows into overwhelming ocean 

The blend of people living 

I’ve turned my flashlight off 

Become one with the night, where quarantine and alone isn’t real, 

Where nothing is needed and the air is everything that comes free 
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Fresh 

Fire 

And the lights in the distance are people, everyone all in their beautiful  

mess 
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What is Death? 
 

Each morning we wake up  

Peel our bottom eyelids from the top and  

Let go of leftover eyelashes, are we still 

The same person who had one more eyelash the night before? 

One less night of sleep, less time to dream, get new thoughts, grow skin and seep 
into the soft cushions of our bedroom  

Who was angry as they fell asleep, hot tears weeping onto our pillowcases,  

Are we still the same snake that  

Shed its skin, spending hours peeling flesh piece by piece as they sloughed onto a 
porch  

Looping over itself 

Or did that snake, did I, die last night, and then every morning become a mourning 
for my death 

And new tears drop onto the same pillowcases because I can never be the same as 
the previous thought that I had 

And will soon die, and never have any thoughts, or snake skin, or eyelashes,  

I will never breathe again, one day,  

I was sent a photo of me as a child, baby staring stern, ice blue eyes straight through 
time, my father’s lips filtering through the dusty frame  

He’s still alive, so how can I have his lips, that piece of him to keep with me while I’m 
gone  

But his consciousness doesn’t hide in my empty  cupid’s bow, or my eyes,  

It sticks softly around his body and accepts that we all die  

We all die, we’re constantly dying, and then, in a constant mourning.  
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Garden Love  
 

Love is reaching, is stretching out short arms 

Is ironing hearts onto the pockets of pants and 

repainting over bad murals on the mantelpiece 

Is kissing, and accepting gnarled hair and squeaky nervous feelings 

Love is purely romantic, at its essence, there is no logic behind 

Throwing your brain into oblivion and living for emotion 

There is no logic behind anything 

Except sewing up the cuffs of pants that are too long and 

Growing gardens, sowing fields of flowers that are soon to blossom, 

Letting the green take over brown mounds of death and memories 

Love is useless, is understanding, is misunderstanding and ignoring, 

Is phone calls too short and texts too long, and no conversation at all, 

and time  

 

 

  


